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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In response to a March 12, 1984 memo from the Executive Director for

Operations, subject: " Completion of Outstanding Regulatory Actions on

Comanche Peak and Waterford", the Structural and Geotechnical

Engineering Branch was assigned the task of reevaluating the structural

adequacy of the basemat and the related Category I structures at the

Waterford Nuclear Power Plant. Concern was focused on the effect of

cracks which had occurred in the concrete during construction,

especially in view of some recent allegations pertaining to concrete

construction at the site. The SGEB staff and -its consultants from the

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) met with the applicant, Louisiana

Power and Light and its architect-engineer consultant firm, EBASCO, a
~

number of times. A visit at. the site on March 27, 1984 provided the
,

~

SGEB staff anc consultants opportunity to see the cracks, question the

builders, and examine records. Additional information was requested of

the r olicant.

Based upon the observations at the site and the review of information

available to the SGEB staff, the SGEB staff and its consultants have

completed a safety evaluation on the structural adequacy of the basenat

and related Category I structures. A summary of the conclusions
,

follows:

The oeotechnical engineering staff has concluded that:

(.1) The " compensated" foundation concept is sound and acceptable.

.
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(2) The cracks in the foundation mat and superstructure were probably

caused by cifferential settlements during construction.

(2) The differer.-ial settlements resulted from ::m:lica ed sci'

c:nditions, high groundwater levels, compaction of shell filter.
.

strips and some cencrete block construction procedures, and

Ivop f2 ben -- (4) ". verents cf -he fcunda-icn cat at.d the growth Of the cracks willli
Hret. cracxs
to mat are :en-inue. - C.waroc.tzrisse ele . Gro* t.s v g e o r e m a.1\ ?'
yecent:. SaA. 'm Enc.icoure i says fu.tuye settlement is'

negt.taj ble. hd. e) in same euel seWh it is '%ii
:- :- + ;' e " -; : t--^* a: ::'.:e: - tr

' . '' " ; * " e " * s *. *. * " e E ~.a ,# : '' :~":*ete i* Cl: S ::_-I. : t". _
-

a;;1ican~ i er.tifieG anc COC;".er.:ec Cons .ruC:iO" dif#icul *.ies.

.

.

(E) Ine ma is not currently in distress basec on the c:serva-i:n of

i -uitu 11. be. 3. %\em soon T iMha.t. cices thiscracks. mean ? Whai's enc 3metring Cua.L. fet* nex.t
Soyrs ?| .

|

(3) Verification of shear capacity of the mat under SSE needs to be _g3ngn 7
. . ... . -fo.r 5st. c.an Wdone. ns part c,. this vert 1ca:1cn procram, selective

' N W R\ M \oTt"

i! nan Ac.z
| :-:estrue:ive es:ine e : e.a:ua:4cr are -e::- er:e: : :: : a .-

~ PJLfe.10ack.

ir.f:rmation On cracks anc @ ter. iai volch ir. re a ge (a g(Qan: ; etr

teffec on the mat. tea.its pkw 3thEtmenk *
|

| don 4. belie 4e. the.te art. any
but 't{ there. are , calc 5 sha.o ox.

|
(1) Si;r.ificant corresien cf reir. forcing bar cue :: :he gr un:aa er is

1
I believed :c be unlikely at the site. Nevertheless, a surveillance
|
'

; :gra- is -e::r et:ed.

l

i
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The structural and geotechnical engineering staff has jointly concluded

that:

identi[g ard'
(1) A general surveillance (monitoring) program is recommended fo agree on LM

crac.ts 4o
the cracks. For evident shear cracks, the length and size of a Q mgr4

-

crack and its propagation against time should be marked and also budtg
Irecorded.
9.Vgey (aMPmt'

- continopot en
f*P bgh

(2) The current monitoring program of foundation settlement should be

expanded to enable more accurate measurements of differential
*

settlements and crack growths. u.) hah 's u.>ronej wtth cw Mnt--

p~pm?
/

-- (3) The applicant is required to either justify that its original

analyses are still adequate in light of the NRC geotechnical-

engineering staff evaluation (enclosure 1), or perform additional

analyses to account for the actual foundation soil conditions.

(4) The applicant must update its crack mapping records and submit its

proposed surveillance programs for settlement, concrete cracks, and

corrosion of reinforcing bars prior to issuance of the OL license. not

Mf
.

(5) An independent report (enclosure 3) of our BNL consultants in

general is supportive of the above conclusions. Our BNL

consultants have indicated confidence in the functional performance

of the c:at, provided confirmatory measures including monitoring are

acccmplished.
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II. Overall Evaluation

1. Introduction
.

The Structural and Geotechnical Engineering Branch (SGEB), Division

of Engineering has been requested to provide structural design

adequacy of the Waterford 3 "as-built" base mat. In the course of

developing information needed for the assessment, the SGEB staff

and its BNL consultants held meetings in Bethesda, MD. on March 21

and 26, 1984, at the Waterford Plant site in Louisiana on March 27,

1984 and at Ebasco headquarters in New York City on April 4,1984

Additional information~was also obtained, via phone conversations,

from the Region IV staff, the applicant and its consultants.
,

.

In brief, it was found that since its construction in late 1975,

the concrete base mat of Waterford 3 has experienced cracks and

accumulations of minimal amount of water through some of the

y cracks. These base mat cracks als everal cracks in the
_

MRY C'MI' reactor shield buildino and other structural walls supported by the bE0 EtI

p)all U: nil CfACK fclahed ?
aqdg.-4ernd mat. The cracks are generally believed to have been caused by,

I 40 UA.tL u) herg
Otte15a. differential settlements of the base mat an possibly due to some

| g 0A/QC deviations during concrete cours. . g h g 5 M 54S k 'this ?
'

i
- fe sme.rmsm

| ne.cosan1.3
3-gf gq Technical evaluations of the analysis, design, construction and

. % on sdt,hrn- rno t a.R h h e
gg OA/QC aspects of the base rat were performed with their key y,

C4M findings described in the following sections.

. .

S

%
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Key recommendations to be incorporated as part of the Waterford 3

operating license a're also listed in this evaluation.

2. Geotechnical Safety Evaluation of Waterford 3 Foundation

The geotechnical engineering staff concluded that:

(a) The plant foundation design, i.e., the " compensated"

foundation concept, is sound and acceptable.

(b) The cracks in the foundation mat and other related structural
'

elements were prabably caused by differential settlement that

:-- occurred mainly during construction settlement. - could be just -htmp.
cracks .
hxety kpest wesses.

(c) These differential settlements are believed to have resulted

88 from complicated soil conditions, high groundwater levels,
unMrmgygon compaction of shell filter strips and the concrete block

""
. construction procedures._

e,lastict%
in gg ? ? Syente, or peov" uxvic

(d) Movements of the foundation mat and the growth of the cracks

will continue. $ neecA. rwre uxm:ts gais.

l .

(e) Seatonal groundwater _ level -fluctuation will cause some

movement of the foundation mat.

!

l *
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(f) In order to examine and evaluate the future performance of the

foundation, iti is recomended that the current monitoring
.'

program be expanded to enable more accurate measurements of
'

differential settlements and crack growths. [Al1 prominent)- idenli{q
cracks should be mapped and included in the program. s g{. gy pg.,

bue.
,

Enclosure 1 provides detail technical bases of the above

conclusions.

3. Structural Safety Evaluation of the Base Mat

The structural engineering staff concluded that:

(a) The mat is curren in dist'ress based on the crack

observation.

U when # (b)
Verification of shear capacity under SSE needs to be done. As

b
part of this verification program, selective nondestructive

testing and evaluations are recomended to obtain information

on cracks anffetential voi@and their effect on the cencrete
\ what is 4he need to loot. $rr 4 hem ?****

hl % Tact vous udh emig ere sur$nce.Adabte .

(c) The licensee is required to either justify that its original

analyses are still adequate in light of the NRC geotechnical

engineering staff evaluation mentioned above, or perform

additional analvses to account for the actual foundation soil

com.ern urdert@$ materia.t. orpsi. clamsketi ?
.

. .

S
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conditions.

M MontSNIn%e?
whg shear cracts ?

(d) A general surveillance (monitoring) progra is recommended for

the cracks. For evident shear crack , the length and size

of a crack and its propagation against time should be marked

and recorded.

(e) Corrosion of reinforcing bars due to the ground water is

believed to be unlikely at the site. Nevertheless, a

surveillance program is recommended.

.

Enclosure 2 provides detail bases of the above conclusions.

..
- i

*
.

4 Indeoendent Evaluation of Base Mat Analysis by Brookhaven.

National Laboratory (BNL)

8The Structural Analysis Division of the Department of Nuclear

Energy at BNL was retained as staff consultant's to provide an

independent evaluation of the structural adequacy of the base mat

with emphasis in reviewing the analysis documents provided by the

applicant and its consultants.
. .

'

The BNL staff has concluded that:

(a) The net expected changes in soil stress due to construction

and corresponding settlements of the mat should be relatively

|
*

.
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small.

(b) Hafing reviewed the information reports and computer outputs
1supplied to BNL by EBASCO, HEA, and LPL , it was found that

nonnal engineering practice and procedures used for nuclear

power plant structures were employed.

(c) Accepting the infomation pertaining to loadings, geometries

of the structures, material properties and finite element g
idealization as correct, it is the judgement of the BNL staff M?

that:

.

(i) that the bot, tom reinforcement as"well as the shear dog $ g

capacity of the base mat are adequate for the loads

considered.

(ii) that computer dead weight output data can be used to

explain some of the mat cracks that appear on the top

surface. The cracks that appear would have occurred

after the construction of the superstructure but before

the placement of the backfill. Their growth would be

constrained by subsequent backfill soil pressure.

1

LP&L is the utility, Louisiana Power and Light, EBASCO is the
engineering consulting firm to the LP&L and HEA is the Harstead
Engineering Associates, Inc., for structural cracking evaluation.

. .

$

+
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(d) Due to the existence of the cracks, it is recommended that a

surveillance program be instituted to monitor cracks on a

regular basis. Furthermore, an alert limit (in terms of

amount of cracks, and or crack width, etc.) should be

specified. If this limit is exceeded, specific structural

repairs should be mandated. It is also recommended that a

program be set up to monitor the water leakage and chemical

content

(e) The validity of the BNL conclusions depend mainly on the

information supplied by EBASCO, HEA and LPL, either verbally,

in reports or in computer outputs. While some checks for
9

... accuracy ad engineering approach were made pertaining to the -

supplied information some open questions still remain, Safek3t*Jeues ,..

especially those mentioned in the text under topics 4 thru 7 g
under the heading, " Structural Analysis Topics Reviewed" hM% ?
(Endlosure3). It is suggested that the particular issues

raised under these items be resolved.

These independent conclusions are supportive of those established

by the SGEB staff. These conclusions, where they highlight issues

to be resolved, will be resolved through the implementation of the

staff's recommendations.

|
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5. Evaluation on Corrosion Effects of Base Mat Rebar

The staff of the Chemical Engineering Branch has reviewed the

licensee's preposed Limiting Conditions for Operation on the

possible corrosion of basemat rebar due to groundwater penetration

through cracks in the concrete basemat (Enclosure 4).
-

The following factor.s were considered in the evaluation:

(a) Analysis of groundwater at the site indicated a chloride

concentration of approximately 35 ppm, which is significantly

below the 710 ppm chloride corrosion threshold for rebar in

the presence of oxygen (D. A. Hausmann,tiaterials Protection,
,

pp. 23-25, October, 1969).

~ b%r gs erg
(b) The rate of seepage of groundwater through th foot th

raba
basemat is small, which restricts the access of dissolved 3-4 abes

W arpM - chlorides and carbon dioxide to the rebar-concrete
~

interface. -

Me.t abod no03.needac(
Wo sampirs for correst'on

'

(c) The slow movement of water through the basemat causes the

water to become alkaline (pH=12.5) by contact with the calcium

oxide and calcium hydroxide content of the concrete.

(d) The corrosian rate of steel by alkaline water is icw.
.

e *

0
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On the basis of its evaluation, the staff concluded that there is

reasonable assurance that the basemat rebar will not be

significantly corroded by the penetraton of groundwater of the

acidity and chloride content observed at the Waterford site.

6. Recommendations for Waterford 3 Licensing Action

W
.

t it M The following requirements should be established prior to issuance
was of the OL license:

(a) The applicant should update his crack mapping records,

including observable vertical or inclined cracks in Category I
,

.. struqtures supported by the mat, 30 days prior to issuance of

license..

(b) The applicant shall propose an expanded differential

settlements and crack monitoring program and associated plant
;

technical specifications within the next 30 days for staff

review and acceptance.-

(c) In order to expedite prompt resolution of the Waterford 3
'

basemat structural adequacy issue, it is recommended that the

Division of Licensing forward and direct the Louisiana Power

and Light Co. to implement the specific applicant's action

items listed in Enclosure 5.

.

t

'

& --
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Enclosure 1
Geotechnical Safety Evaluation of

Waterford 3 Foundation

1. INTRODUCTION

, The safety class structures at Waterford are supported on a

, continuous mat 270 feet wide, 380 feet long and 12 feet thick. The

.
mat has been designed and constructed using the " compensated" or

~ " floating" foundation concept in which the applied loads on the

foundation soil, the Pleistocene clay, have been controlled so that

the effective insitu stresses remain essentially the same as the

stresses existing before construction. In this way, the overall

settlements of the foundation soil are controlled.

winem %" acas 4. be phced.'
In Ju.y 1977, a number of east-wes oriented cracks were discovered

.

'

at the top of the cat beneath the containment structur . Weeping

water was reported to be low and not enough to form a sheen but

enough to show the cracks and to moisten surrounding concrete.

Epoxy grout was used to seal all the observed cracks in the mat beh3

in[ the containment structuref was p\ aced. . @ h g5 mg

Rb i M ditme..

| In May 1983, new cracks and accompanying weeping water were

discovered in the base mat outside the containment structure

impicann [a of those cracks were found that extended to vertical wall by an NRCr

M k art investigation team in March, 1984.

JM ocerri$ tww e rw
* **Pam** of hiWp % ever ,.i g o g

|

. .

$

,
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This report surrmarizes the results of NRC's geotechnical

engineering evaluation of the causes which may be responsible for-

the observed cracking. This report, also, addresses the present
,

foundation conditions and anticipated future behavior of the mat.

2. SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

Subsurface conditions at the site were investigated between 1970

and 1972. 64 soil test bor.ings, 50 to 500 feet deep, were drilled.

A general description of the subsurface conditions is presented in

thhachedTable2 f the Waterford SER.

' alreadg in earlier SER er F5AR.

Extensive laboratory tests were perfonned on selected soil samples.

-- Significant soil charac,teristics are presented in Table 2.6.
,

.
- -

3. CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

. . . -

The construction steps involved were:

a)Groundwatercontrol:

Groundwater levels .in the plant area were controlled during

construction from 1972 to 1978 by pumping from 216 shallow wells

and 34 deep wells around the perimeter of the plant area. The well
.

tips were located at El. -40 feet for a allow wells and El. -95

I feet for deep wells. From November 1972 to November 1974,

dewater.ing was stopped and about 10 feet of standing water

-:cuculated in the excavation. In January 1977, 12 additiond

wells were installed around the foundation mat area to provide

additional groundwater control beneath the mat.
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The groundwater level was raised in a controlled pattern in late

1977 by 12 recharge wells, located near the edge of the foundation

mat with tips in the shell filter blanket. Additional groundwater

recharing was achieved by watering the backfill. By the end of

1979, the groundwater was raised to normal level ranging from E1.

.+3 to E. +12.

b) EXCAVATION

The excavation, about 60 feet below the original grade to El. 47,

was done in four phases:

Phase I, grade to E1. -5, April to July 1972

Phase II, E1. -5 to E1. -22, January to June 1975

Phase III, E1. -22, E. 40, April to August 1975

Phase IV, El. -40 to El. -48, October 1975 to March 1976

Turbine building, grade to El. -40, January to March 1977-

Phase IV excavation, cut into the upper Pleistocene clay from El.

-40 to E1. -48, was made in~ six strips, starting with a 120 ft-wide
,

strip across the center of the common mat, and following the

alternating strips north and south of the center strip.

c) BACKFILL AND CONCRETE PLACEMENT:

After each strip was excavated, the filter cloth, the shell filter

layer and the concrete mat were constructed as soon as possible so

as to reload the foundation soils and minimize heave. Ita rafi

filter cloth was placed over the Pleistocene clay before the shell

layer was placed. The shell filter layer, about a foot thick, was
'

..

ccmpacted by a vibratory roller for 10 passes.
,
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The concrete mat was poured in 28 separate blocks from December

1975 to 1976. Each block had a thickness about 12 feet and an area

which varied from 2000 to 5000 square feet. The construction of

the super-structure was started in May 1977 with all concrete work

' completed in December 1980.

Backfill material of clean sand, was placed below El. +17 around
' ~~ the nuclear plant island structure from August 1976 to October

1978.

.

4. EVALUATION

The plant was designed to give a net reduction, by about 200 psf,

- of the applied effective soil loading at foundation level. Before

construction began, the initial effective overburden pressure at>.

foundation level was 3300 psf; after construction was completed the

final effective static loading of the plant and backfill was 3100

psf. Therefore, the future settlement of the completed plant would

be negligible.
~

During construction, the insitu vertical stresses were controlled

by lowering the groundwater level simultaneously with the

excavating of soils. The lowering of the groundwater level would-

give an increase in effective overburden pressure which compensated

for the soil removed. Later as structural loads were applied, the

groundwater level was raised to reduce the effective overburden

.

pressure and compensate for the structural loading. By this
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technique, the differential settlement of the foundation soil would

be reduced and its' effects on structures would be minimized.

The construction procedures are generally sound. However, the

control of insitu vertical effective stresses and groundwater

levels was quite difficult because of the subsurface soil -- g g g
conditions. Numerous constructi ifficul red during [[ $.
construction, may have contributed directly or indirectiv to tha cq
observed crackina of the foundation mat. Those construction

problems included:

.

a) Dewatering:

,

As discussed in 3(a) above, the tips of the dewatering wells were

located at El. -40 'ft., in the recent alluvium stratum, for shallow

wells and at El. -95 ft, in the silty sand layer, for deep wells.

The silty sand layer is an identified acuifer at the site. Because

of the very low permeability of the upper Pleistocene clay, those

wells did not completely lower the groundwater level in the
'

foundations soils to below El. -49, as evidenced by some of the

piezemetric readings. Locally, those high groundwater conditions

appear to have caused soil disturbance, mud spurt, standing water

in some area of the excavation and difficulties in compaction of

the shell blanket. -

. .

8
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b) Variable foundation soil conditions:

The foundation mat was founded on tne upper Pleistocene clay.

These clays were considered to be fairly uniform and

over-consolidated in the design and construction of the mat.

However, within the boundary of the foundation mat, the

permeability and the compressibility of the clay layer varied

significantly from one locaticn to another as evidenced by the

results of the piezametric and heave monitoring during

construction. The measured heave at various location was 2 to 4 dUat 40 cl
in uJorl4,

times the anticipated maximum heave used in the mat design; this g 4
indicates that the differential settlements of the mat would be EM%tiirued:

greater than anticipated.
.-

.

- c) Variable degrees of compaction in the six shell filter strips:

The compaction procedures were selected based on the results of a
.

test fill program. However, due to the variability of the

supporting soil and groundwater conditions, the degree of

compaction in these shell filter strips varied widely, from 80 to

98 percent. Filter strip number 1, 97.5 feet long and 270 feet

wide, was compacted to an average of 95 percent. Filter strip

number 2, 58.5 feet long and located immediately north of strip

number 1, was compacted to an average of 80 percent. Shell filter

was placed in standing water in the west half of strip number 2. A'

mud spurt area of abut 120 sq. ft. occurred in strip number 2

during compaction. Filter strip number 4, 48.5 feet long, was

compacted to 98 percent.

.
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These variable degrees of shell compaction reflect the condition of

the foundation soil ~s. Settlements of the mat due to uniform

structural loads would vary significantly; strip number 2 would

settle more than strip number 1 while strip number 4 would settle

less. Thus, differential settlements would be experienced by

structures founded over different strips. The resulting

differential settlement may induce bending stresses in the mat and

cause east-west oriented cracking in the foudnation mat.

d) Foundation mat construction:

As discussed in 3(c), the foundation mat was constructed in 28

0 blocks with a thickness of 12 feet and an area which varied from

2000 to 5000 square feet. The load due to pouring of the first

block of concrete caused an immediate settlement about 3/4 of an

inch, and later, some additional consolidation settlement. When

the second and third blocks were poured adjacent to the first
^

block, differential settlements between the blocks were observed.

This type of settlement pattern occurred for all later constructed

blocks. These differential settlements may have induced some

residual stresses in the concrete and may have caused concrete

cracking. 1moSF ltktIg opened. Ke.M CraCXS

e) Significant hydrostatic pressure change:

During the construction of the concrete mat and superstructures,

the groundwater levels were changed significantly three times,

ranging fron 20 to 30 feet. These changes in hydrostatic

. .

$

b
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pressure changed the effective stresses in the foundation soils and

caused movements of the foundation soils and the concrete mat.

Because of the non-uniform nature of the foundation soils.

- differential movements within the mat would be expected. These

differential movements may have induced strain in the concrete when
.

it was still in the process of curing.

The plant foundation design, the " compensated" foundation concept,

is a sound one. The cracks in the foundation mat appear to have

resulted mostly from the differential settlements experienced and,

to a lesser degree, as superstructure loads were applied during

- construction. These differential settlements were caused mainly by
.

..
the variable soil conditions, high groundwater levels, and the -

'

, variable compaction of the shell filter strips and concrete mat.

~ ' construction procedures. The hydrostatic pressure changes,

affecting the effective stress state in supporting soils, may have

- aggravated the growth of the cracks after the mat was completed.
,

eheoftheThe future settlement should be limited and

" compensated" design. However,thecrackshcovered)n1983and

verticalwallcrackskscove in 1984 seem to indicate that the

movements of the foundation mat and the growths of the cracks are OuWimary
dO4!5h4continuing. The current settlement monitoring program provided - -

- N Mi$
some useful information indicating that the mat would move in

conjunction with fluctuation of groundwater levels. But the scope

,
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and .the accuracy of the current program, are not sufficient to

provide accurate information to assess and relate the actual

differential settlements to the growths of the cracks in the mat.

Sensitive measurements are essential to determine the future

behavior of the concrete mat.

.

. The scope of the current monitoring program should be expanded to
' collect more accurate information about the differential

- settlements in the mat and about the precise growth of new and old

cracks. The more accurate differential settlement monitoring can -

fytM4,,ybe achieved by installing additional monitoring points on the mat

- with increased monitoring accuracy. The added points can be Mb%
located on the outside walls of the mat. The crack monitoring

, program would provide information about.the development of new

cracks and the propagation of the cracks. Specifically, those

- cracks that extend to the vertical walls should be monitored.

Leachateonthecracksshouldbecleangouttoexposethecracks.
~

~

Brass pins or other means should be used to identify the extent and

- progression of the cracks.

.

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

| Based on the information reviewed to date and such other matters as

.
in our judgement are pertinent,.it is concluded that:

U a) The plant foundation design, the " compensated" foundation

concept is sound and acceptable.

. .

.
6
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W necho.nem fircihrewyh s4.b
~ b) The cracks in the foundatio mat and structural walls were

probably caused by erent ettlement that occurred mainly
' Temp 5brid4
6 ottt55esTeurias coastructioa-
% d CamN c) These differential settlements resulted from complicated soil

conditions, high groundwater levels, compaction of shell filter

strips and the concrete block construction procedures. _ %cemht 3
ytLtnct ..~

d) Movements of the foundation mat and the growth of the cracks

will continue,

e) Seasonal groundwater level fluctuation will cause some movement

of the foundation mat.

f) In order to examine and evaluate the future perfomance of the

foundation, it is recommended that the current monitoring program

be expanded to enable more accurate measurements of differnetial

settlements and crack growths. hrominhracks should be
'

,

mapped and iricluded in the program.

.
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Enclosure 2
.

SAFETY EVALUATION OF THE STRUCTURAL ADEQUACY OF

WATERFORD 3 BASE MAT

1. This report provides the structural safety evaluation of the

"as-built" Waterford 3 mat. Specific conclusions and

recommendations to be incorporated as part of the OL license for

the plant are al.so listed herein.

2. Insoection of Base Mat Structure Foundation and Review of Mat

Construction Records*

The SGEB staff visited the Waterford 3 site on March 27, 1984.

Staff observed cracks-on the ring wall and wet cooling tower walls.

These cracks had not been specifically mapped and brought to the

NRC/SGEB staff attention until the March 27, 1984 visit. Some of
~

the cracks were inclined to the vertical axis (perpendicular to the

mat) and were joined by a crack on the mat. Thus, these cracks

were believed to be shear cracks. Other cracks on the walls and on

the mat appeared to be shrinkage or flexure cracks.

At the site, the Structural Engineering staff also reviewed

construction records and interviewed some people who participated

in the actual construction of the nuclear island foundation and

base mat.

. .
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3. Analysis and Desian of the Concrete Mat

The applicant's analysis of the base mat utilized finite element

methods and generally recognized fonnulas presented in a textbook

written by R. J. Roark; these approaches are fundamentally

independent of each other. The use of finite element methods in
.

conjunction with electronic computers permits solutions of

structures having complex geometry, loading and boundary

conditions, such as the Waterford Unit 3 base mat, although correct

use of this method is rather difficult. The use of textbook

formulas permits solutions for ideal loading and boundary

conditions, but must be utilized in conjunction with engineering
,

judgement to obtain solutions for actual (non-ideal) conditions.
'

. - . . .

In its application of pertinent formulas, the applic' ant calculated
,

positive bending moment in the mat under the reactor building by

assuming a 20". edge fixity of a circular plate ur. der the shield

building, and a uniform soil pressure beneath the mat. The

applicant calculated negative bending moment under the shield

building by assuming a 50". edge fixity and uniform soil pressure

under the mat.

*

In its finite element analysis, the applicant calculated two

bending moments in the mat, by using actual loading conditions and

two separate soil conditions: constant soil modulus, and variable

soil modulus in which the modulus varies in rough proportion to the

deformation shape of the mat. The top and bottom reinforcing

.

9
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steel bars that resist the negative and positive bending moments,

respectively, were 'porportioned in a manner such that a surplus

bending moment capacity is always provided. This fact was verified

by comparing the three design bending moments calculated for a given

location: one derived from use of the formulas and two derived

from the finite element analyses. In each of these three analyses,

the estimated dead load on top of the mat was multiplied by a
.

factor of 1.5 before being used in calculating the required design

bending mon,ents, thus providing the 50% margin (surplus) in load

capacity referred to above.

The shear capacity of the base mat was calculated and provided in a

manner similar to the bending moment treatment described above: a
.

MNBY surplus shear capacity is always provided. Again, this* fact was,

verified by comparing the design shear forces obtained in each of
.

the three calculations. As before, the estimated dead load was
.

multiplied by a factor of 1.5 prior to being used in calculating

the required design shear resistance.

The structural engineering staff determined that the procedures and

approaches utilized in the applicant's analysis and design of the*

base mat are sufficiently conservative and are acceptable. The sum
_

ofthetopandbottomreinforcingsteelbarsandtheverticalshea{
reinforcing bars have provided adequate strength for the mat to

resist the load imposed by the reactor and shield buildings,

assuming that the foundation soil behaves as predicted in the

!

. .

*
a

*

l
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analysis and that construction was carried out properly. However,

as discussed in our geotechnical engineering evaluation (enclosure

1), the foundation soil did not behave as predicted in the original

analysis. Thi h indicate that the concrete mat desig

SiaMned inadequate because it was designed based on ideal conditions. As a
whrh ms -

'5 y confirmatory item, additional analyses using the actual foundation
b soil conditions are required to validate the adequacy of the

foundation mat design.

4. Scecific Calculation of Key Block Mat Capacities

Since shear cracks in the reactor shield building and concrete

walls were detected during the~ staff site visit on March 27, 1984,

._
the applicant was requested to perform calculations to obtain shear

*

,

stresses under operating and SSE conditions, and also shear

capacity (strength) for base mat Blocks 5A and 1, where the shear

cracks occurred. It was reported by Ebasco via telephone that

shear stresses along the crack in Block 5A were 64 k/ft for normal

operating loads and 166 k/ft for SSE loads while in Block 1 they
AEI

gr %E ed are 52 k/ft for operating loads and 210 k/ft for SSE loads. Shear

capacity computed in accordance with applicable ACI Code provisions

310@ M ' was 274 k/ft for both blocks with shear reinforcing bars

contributing 98 k/ft and concrete 176 k/ft. The shear cracks did

not appear to present a challenge to the structural integrity of

the mat under operating conditions. This is because the shear

reinforcing bars alone have provided more than adequate resistance

to the computed shear stress. Yet, there is not encugh evidence to
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draw the s:me conclusion for the mat under SSE loads by comparing

the calculated sheer stress of 210 k/ft with the calculated shear

capacity of 274 k/ft. This is because the shear capacity was
'

calculated based on ideal conditions, i.e., no cracks and voids.

Nondestructive testing methods are recommended to obtain

information on cracks and potential voids in the concrete mat so

that a realistic assessment of their effect on shear capacity of

the mat can be performed. The Waterford NPP is located in a low

seismicity area and as a consequence there is a very low likelihood

of occurrence of an SSE and associated effects. Moreover, the

inherent safety margin in the original design of base mat and

related Category I structures, as yet unquantified (because of

.. cracking effects and other questions) seems to be sufficiently

adequate to permit the performance of a confirmatory evaluation in~

..

the near future. Therefore, the confirmatory requirements may be

accomplished during the final licensing stage and after issuance of
.

the OL, except where otherwise specified.
&O Conftfrniderg 04N01Aqd~

5. Construction Problems m(u.t -(fovn, Stk NAmg ,

Construction problems described here are limited to the first three

blocks of concrete placement where major cracks occurred. Based on

the review of construction records and interviews, we fino thatd

79 Louisiana Power and Light (LP&L) quality assurance group did try to*

make its program a success. Nevertheless, the first three blocks*

of concrete placement did have quality control problems. These-

probler.s included dropping concrete beyond 5' height at times,

.

4
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.
using a concretebator improperh(providing insufficient

vibration) as well 'as%e ham reinforcing bars to create
,

openings thus transmitting shock waves to the concrete below

through vertical reinforcing bars. Deficiency notes were written

for the cracking and honeycombing, and the cracking pattern

indicates the concrete might have suffered curing problems. A stop

work order was issued by LP&L after the concrete placement of the

first three blocks, but 11ed c or nondestructive testing

techniques were used to verify the quality and strength of the 5074

cubic yards of poured and hardened concrete to the staff's kncwledge..

.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations.

Thematisnohrenthndistressbasedonthecrack
"

A.

observation.

uR.hMt. nOS. on pcs 4 f 57- g

B. Verification of shear capacity unde needs to be done. As

part of this verification program, nondestructive testing and g h* tr

evaluation are reccmmended to obtain-information on cracks and *

potential voids and their effect on the concrete mat.

C. The licensee is required to either justify that its original

analyses are still adequate in light of the NRC geotechnical

engineering staff evaluation mentioned above, or perfom

additional analyses to account for the actual foundation soil

conditions.

t

. .
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D. A general surveillance (monitoring) program is recommended for
'

all the cracks.' For shear cracks, the length and size of a'
,

_ crack and its propagation against time should be marked and

,
recorded.

E. Significant corrosion of reinforcing bars due to the ground

water is believed to be unlikely at the site. Nevertheless, a

surveillance program is recommended.

.
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Enclosure 3

.

REVIEW OF WATERFORD III BASE MAT ANALYSIS

BY

Brookhaven National Laboratory

April 16,1984
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